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ClW'TER I
THE TEACHER AND SELF-CONCEPTS
INTRODUCTION
It seems that a child's self-concept determines
the amount of success he will experience. This idea led
the author to investigate how the teacher could improve
a child t s self-concept and help him to maximize his'
successes and minimize his failures.,
The teacher plays a significant part in the
student's self-concept development. If a child sees
himself as worthy and able in the eyes of his parents,
his teachers, his peers,~ and especially himself, he is
likely to enjoy satisfactory emotional and schoo~
adjustment..
This writer believes the teacher can and must
help her students grow in self-esteem. Children have
the right to enjoy life to the fullest. But if they
are hampered by a low opinion of themselves and their




STATEI·1El'TT OF THE PROBLElv!
The purpose of this investigation was to present-
the findings of recent research related to the self-concept
and the teacherts role in improving it.
This paper deals with these questions:
(1) '~at are the present and popular ideas relating
the elementary school childts self-concept to his academic
success?"
(2) How can the teacher prepare herself to help her
students grow in self-esteem?
("3) 'fuat are some programs that can be used in the
classroom to improve self-concept?
LIMITATIONS OF THE INVESTIGATION-
This survey was limited to research dealing with
the self-concept of grade school children. The writer's
major interest focused on the primary school area, and
especially with learning disabled children.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Self-concept and self-esteem are used inter~
changeably in this paper. The terms include how a person
views himself and his ability. In other words, if he has
a high self-concept or a high self-esteem, he views"
himself as a favorable and" capable person.. An individual
with a low self-concept or low self-esteem, envisions
himself and his abilities as inferior or lacking in "
desirability.
3
A lear.ning disabled child is one who has
difficulties in acad"emic and learning tasks, \vhose
achievement is below his potential, and who needs
special education assistance in order to stlcceed. 1
Learning disabilities will be shortened to
"L.D. fI" for the purpose of this pap"er. The teacher \",ill
be referred to as "she,n and the student as "he."
SUlvThfARY
Children who enjoy acadernic and social success
appear to have a degree o£ confidence in their abilities.
Those who experience academic and social failures seem
less happy, more troubled and evidence dissatlsfaction'
with themselves by exhibiting inappropriate be11avior and
negative attitudes.
The field of Learning Disabilities is based on
t11e premise that all students can learn if their teachers
can learn how to teach them. This idea has excited many
education students. A child cannot learn until he has
reached a certain degree of maturity. If he is not ready
due to an overwhelming amount of failures, negative atti-
tudes, and an incapacita,ting self-concept, '~lhy then can't
the teacher teach him how to improve his self-esteem?
This paper provides some nho\v to do it"" information and
ideas on raising the L.,D. child t s self esteem.
1Janet W. Lerner, Children With Learning Disal'-
bilities, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971), pp. 8-9.
C~TER II
SELF-CONCEPT AND THE CLASSROOM
EXPECTM~CY THEORIES
To learn is to change. Education is a proces's
of living and not a preparation for future living.1
Self-oonoept is how an individual feels about
himself. He has a good self-concept if he sees himself
as generally well-adjusted, able to adapt to change,
and usually able to meet with success. Tke self-concept
is not the same as the self and in general, a map (self-
concept) is not the territory (self) it stands for; words
are not things.2
Self-concept is formed by our relationship to
the world, our society, and it to us. This is a slow
process through which an individual comes to know and
appreciate himself better, and as a byproduct to undarstand
1Attribut-ed to John De\vey by George Leonard,-
tlvlhat is Education?'" in Affirmative. Education, ed. Barry N.
Schwartz (Englewood Cliffs, N~J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972), p. 44.
2KaorUYamamot()ktt~he Concept of Self: Introduc-
t
C
.. t:n, at- inH~:~~t: ed. Kaoru Yamamoto
~. ali~ft. . ,. '. e., ..~. p. '.
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others better too.. It develops first as child I splay ,-
for example, imitating his family, and later with the
more sophisticated knowledge of society's rules, in inter-
personal relationships and the individual's view of them.
He learns to act appropriately in differing situations.
Teachers influence the self-concept of their
students. When a teacher thinks highly of a student, when
she feels he is capable and intelligent, she ,dll work
harder with him to prove him worthy of her expectations,
so that he does live up to them. Conversely a teacher may
expect little of a student, and so she spends less time
and expends less effort on him, feeling his (,mat she con~
siders to be) lack of ability to be unworthy of her extra
efforts. This student is likely to perform poorly. The
teacher has robbed him of a good self-concept, in denyi.ng
that he has the possibility to achieve successfully. If
he achieves in spite of her, often she may be displeased,
for he is failing to conform to her opinion of him, and"
teachers do not like to be ,~ongl
Rosenthal found teachers to react this way in
several studies encompassing lower-class, middle-class,
and upper-class children. He concluded that a teacher's
prejudices and opinions definitely effect her student's
self-concept and learning achievements. 1 Davidson and
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Lang came to similar conclusions and discovered that
academic achievement was ,higher and the classroom
behavior more desirable for those children who saw
themselves as adequate in the eyes of their teachers. 1
A student with a poor self-concept often prefers
to avoid new situations and studies in which he feels he
will probably again experience failure. He may immediately'
anS'\ier with an "I don't knOvT, tiT before the instructor has
finished asking the question, or he may remain silent in
hopes that the instructor will get tired of waiting and
seek the answer from another~
Wylie has indicated that the self-concept is
learned through a combination of rewards and punishments
related to one "s actions and characteristics. 2 The child
discovers who and what he is by his successes and failures',
and by others' reaotions to him, and their treatment of
him.3 For example, if he thinks his teacher likes and
respects him, he may come to thinlt of himself as likable.
However, if he feels his presence is annoying and bother-
some to his teacher, he may come to feel that he is a
nuisance and unacceptable. The child, therefore, begins
1Yamamoto, The Child and His Image, p. 84.
2Ruth C. Wylie, The Self conceIt, (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1961) pp. ~84·..200.
3D. M. Quick, "Toward positive self-concept,"
:,rue Rea,d.ipg ,TeMher, 26 (Fall, 1973) t 468.
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to develop a self-concept in reference to the feelings
which are reflected by those individuals \mO mean some~
thing to the child. This results in continuous feedback
and the eventual formation of personal attitudes which
comprise the personality of the child. 1 Therefore, it
behooves the teacher to always approve of the child.
lfuen the child 1: 9 behavior is unacceptable, he should be
told that he is important, worthwhile and likable, but
that the behavior he is demonstrating is not acceptable.
This has to be shown through bodY language too, for if
a child 1s told he is liked, but experiences adversive
feelings towards him, he will know he has been lied to.
He will come to distrust the person ,~o lied to him.
The child may behave in a certain way in order
to receive the kind of' treatment to which' he has adjuste"d.
The child who has met with success will most likely c-on-
tinue the behavior that promotes success, and the child
who has adjusted to failure will also continue in his
behavior patterns.2
A child who sees himself as a failure, even though
he doesn':t want to be a failure, will continue in the
failure pattern because he sees himself as such in others f
1Quick, n~oward positive self-concept,1t p. 468.
21big..,. p. 469.
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attitudes towards him. He comes to believe they must be
right. And if they are right, why attempt success when,
he believes, he can only once again succumb to failure.
It becomes simpler not to try, or to give an appearanc'e~
of an attempt to try, but in reality to settle into the
dubious comfort of failure, a situation where he never
tries, and therefore never succeeds.
SUccess produces and promotes more success, whil~
failure leads to continued poor achievement. Unfortunately',
American schools emphasize individual accomplishment,
language skills, competition and independence. 1 This is
a big order for children who are forced to attend school
with an ailing self-concept. The sa are the c'hildren ,~rho
teel they can't beat the system so they quit trying.
Those who fail suffer in three ways;- (1).1 they're
punished for their lack of success, for example, having
to do their homework after school instead of being allowed
to play with their friends or having to do it during recess;
(2), they suffer a social devaluation;' and (3}J a self...
devaluation.2
When we realize what we do to our children, the"
pressure we put them under, it's not difficult to under-
stand why so many young people resort to aberrant behavior.
1Eda LeShQfi tlB,ut Thing a Parent Can Do? Play
With Your Children, II' in the Milwaukee .Tournal" from the
New York Times Service, January 16, 1974.
2Yamamoto, The Child and His Image, pp. 7-11.
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'~en an adult fails in a job or is fired, he merely picks
himself up and looks for employment in which he won't fail.
A child is not as fortunate. ~lith our compulsory educa-
tion, he is not allowed to quit when he fails, and school
becomes his jail. Imagll1e what would happen to an adult
who was forced to attend to a job where he daily faced
failure for twelve long years. He might very well go
cr'azYl Children are more resilient. However, when they
are forced to attend school, minus a background that
includes the love, admiration, and respect of their
family, teachers and peers, they all too often cannot
withstand the pressure.
A good practice for a success aspiring teacher
would be to evaluate her expectancies periodically for
their validity, and to be wary of possibl~ judgments
transmitted by cumulative records' and prior teachers.
Avoid being preprejudiced by records. They tell us the
child "did not'" succeed, 'not that he "could not"! have.
succeeded. Weiner asks us to examine our attitudes, our
expectancies of children, as well as of ourselves, and
then to be sensitive to the myriad factors that influence
school data.1
Evans cites two implications of teacher expecta-
t1ons~ (1)', favorable teacher expectations tell the- cl1ild
his teacher has faith in his ability to learn; and (2),
10
teachers who believe in the abilitiesof'their children
will be less quiclt to find fault with them when their
academic progress is slow, but will instead question-
how effective their teaching methods are with that par-
ticular child. Without a periodic and thoughtful
examination of her expectancies, the teacher may uncon-
sciously stereotype her own behavior and victimize the
1children she is charged tIC serve.
l1AlrJ"STREAlv!II1G
Traditionally many classroom teachers have referred
their problem students in the hopes of having them trans-
ferred to special classes. Teachers prefer to have homo-
geneous classes as they are easier to teach. Current law
and practice demand mainstreaming students while providing
for their special needs. This is a practice whereby the
student with special needs either goes into the ..regular
classroom or stays in it (having never left it) and receives;
supplemental help in his problem areas either by the skilled
classroom teacher, a resource or special education teacher,
or by another such as an aide who works under the super-
vision of a professional.
Reger defines mainstreaming as assigning handi-
capped children into the regular classroom with special
a••i.tang8 providoa to hQlp maintain progress and prevent
1E. D. Evans, "Te-acher Expectancies and Educational
~9~ctlce,1I1 The Nationa,l Elementar:l Prlncipa.~ (January, 19?2):
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failure. 1 Iviainstreaming can often be integral to a
student's healthy self-concept formation. Children like
to be like their peers, and when handicapped children
are segregated and labeled, their differences are h1gh~
lighted to the detriment of their self-concept.. A child
who is labeled "retarded" and placed in a special class
for the retarded, will come to be regarded by others and
eventually by himself, as retarded. He is likely to
attempt little as he feels little can be expected from
someone so labeled. Schommer told of a, case at St.
Colletta's in Jefferson, Wisconsin, in which a student
was discovered to have been misdiagnosed as retarded. When
asked why he had always acted retarded, he replied that
everyone there was expected to act that way.2
Mainstreaming affords the child,the right to be
like everyone else with the added opportunity of having'
his differences attended to. The teacher \vho embraces
mainstreaming and who provides for the success of that
handicapped student is an unsung hero. She has enabled
that child to grow in self-respect and has saved him from'
the devastating effects of failure. She has taken on no
easy assignment, but surely the rewards will far outweigh
her efforts•.
1'Roger Reger,. fI."lhad Does "Mainstreaming" Hean?"'
Journal of Learning Disabilities 7 (January 1974:): 513.
2Lecture by Hary G:N.lC~.Schommer, .. Psychology of
tf1e Emotionally Disturbed, lvIilwaukee, ~lisconsin 23 July" 1974.
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BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
Within the past decade there has been a major'
shift in the area of behavior, from seeking to discove~
the cause of the behavior in order to cure its problems,
to trying to help young people learn more effective ways
of behaving.. Behavior management is an attempt to change
undesirable or inappropriate behavior by replacing it vdth
more appropriate behavior. This is an educational process
through which the lJndesirable behavior is defined.. vJhat
is it? What should it be? The behavior is then studied
to see if there is something that either preceeds it or
comes after it which makes it rewarding. Does Billy hit
Janie because she first hit him, or teased him? If he
isn't provoked, perhaps he does it for the attention he'll
get following the attack. After thoughtful study of the
situation, a treatment program is~arranged and undertaken.
This is followed by an evaluation of the treatment for
effectiveness, and if necessary the whole process is
revised in light of new information, and begins anew. 1
Behavioral modification, by ignoring unacceptable
behaviors and reinforcing, by means of social
recognition, only acceptable behaviors is applicable
to the classroom setting. There is no reason to
believe that the requirements of the behavioral
modification techn1qu~ exceed the training of' any
classroom teacher; the main requirements seem to
be patience, fortitude, and ability to recognize
the type of behavior and tQ consistently maintain
the reinforcement program. 2
1Lecture.bY Ma~c.Aclterman, Behavior Managemen1;
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1 October 197~.
_ .. .~~obert ~, \voodlf .:BehaYiOril.l,.P.tOhte~:9biLJ.a'tmJ.nT..tn€r"l~bQQ~t· (New YOl'kt ~Iereclrty (;orp., ~~9~9~ p. ~)O.
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Hewett points out how much more difficult it is
for a seasoned teacher, than for one who learned the
behavior modification procedures early in her education,
to incorporate it;~ however, the real value of this pro-
cess is that the teacher is saying, "I care, I will not
let you fail ....1 And how the child feels about himself,
others, and learning is a major concern of the educator.
Behavior modification is" a plan that organizes the tea-
cher's efforts and increases the probability that her
efforts will be successful and rewarding. 2
DISCIPLIN~
So of'ten, what we do to correct a child is
responsible for his not improving.3
Children thrive best in an atmosphere of genuine
love, undergirded by reasonable, consiste~t discipline.4
Children look to their teachers to ~aintain discipline
and order. In classrooms where children are allowed to
behave exactly as they please without adhering to any rules, '
1Frank M. He'lrlett, "Introduction of the Behavior'
Modification Approach to Special Education:" A Shaping
Procedure, "I'- in Conflict in the Classt:Q.Q.l!l, ed: Long, Morosa,.1
and 1'Je'WIllan' (Belmont, Calif.:' Wadsworth Pub.: Co'., 1971),
pp•. 359-365.
2Ibid•--------
3Rudolf Dreikurs and Pearl Cassel, Discipline-
Wi thout Tears:.vlhat, tod6 with children 'vho misbehave- (NayT
YorK:- lIa'vthorrl BOOKS·, Inc., 1972)" p. :3"0.-
Illinois: ;~~:!eD~~~~:'~~s*~r~~I!~~~p~~~~~on.
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very little, if any learning can take place. All the
children are liltely to be unhappy and uncomfortable with
the situation. They may fear for their well-being, for if',
the teacher cantt protect them from the unruly" tv-ho can?
Adherence to a standard is an important element
of discipline. It is a great mistake to require nothing
of children, for the principal ingredient of any success~
rul task or enterprise is invariably discipline'. 1
vfuen children are discouraged they misbehave,
have no respect for order, and learn very little.
Children should be motivated to learn what they need
to learn. 'When a problem arises, the teacher'
imme'diately asl{s herself some questions. ~'las the
assigned work too difficult for some, or was it too
easy and consequently boring? Was tne lesson pra~
paration adequate? ~as the presentation stimulating'
and exciting? Was it too long or too short? Have
the pupils been given sufficient time to finish,
and are there opportuniti~s for fast workers to do
challenging enrichment?ft·2 ,
Dreilturs and Cassel offer ten points for the
teacher who wishes to promote acceptable behavior in a-
happy learning environment:
1. You are warm, friendly and kind but firm.
2. You act and speak with confidence and sinc'erity
and express a sense of humour naturally.
3.·· You a11V'ays have work well, planned before the
class starts.
4. You treat all the pupils vnth equal 'respect by
listening to their" opinions~ and consid'ering their
r'e-~lings•
•
1Dobson, , Dare to Disc;!pline, pp. 104-105.
2Dreikurs and Cassel, Discipline "lithout Tears,
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5~ You. are encouraging at all times, in order to
develop or restore the self confidence of your'
pupils.' By dist,inguishing the deed and the
doer, you never damage your relationship vdth
the children. You may object to vmat a child
is doing but not to the child himself. Never
deny him the right to be respected as a person.
6'~" You are as impartial as possible. You try not··
to favour the pleasant likable child or reject
the one who is provocative or deficient.
7·~. You are able to integrate the class as a \vhole'
or divid'e it' for group instruction in order to
get optimum learning.
8~. You encourage group discussion and participation l
i.n decision-making, set boundaries for expected
behaviour, and maintain these boundaries with
effective stimulating teaching.
9.. You are not mistake-centered, but always accent
the positive by marking only the correct answers.
You give recognition for any genuine effort.
10. You involve all pupils in the chores and respon-
sibilities of the. classroom.'
l~a:gging, preaching~ repeating directions~ and
criticizing are a waste of time·. 'fuere discipline 1s~
conc-erned, quiet action is' always more effectiva than
word's. The teacher, after the child "s parents, is the
first person to motivate interest toward educational
pursuits, and she is responsible for setting a positive
atmosphere in which his attitudes and achievements·will
2grow with continuous progress.
The teacher should be aware that she may feel
annoyed,. d"efeated, hurt and/or helpless by her students,f
aberrant behavior, but she should not display these
feelings to the detriment of the child. Rather she should




be firm, ask the child for his aid, and praise him for his:
appropriate behavior. Above al~ she should avoid d1scour~
agement with herself by seeking the positive.1 She should
seek her emotional release~ outside or the classroom such
as in some form or intense physical activity like jogging,
tennis, swimming, golf or even walking.
ACADElv1IC SUCCESS
It has been stated that success is absolutely
necessary for the child to learn, and that if the teacher'
vxp.ects the stud"ant to succeed, he probably will.
If these goals are to be accomplished, the teacher must
then assess her students individually in light or their
assets and deficits. By assets'1s meant their personal
and educational strengths, and deficits refers to their
areas of weakness~ With this knowledge she can then plan
a program for them in which they cannot fail.
For example, if a child is in the third grade"
and is doing third grade work in all areas except math
in which he knows only simple addition, she would begin
with addition.,
She might discover his interests and work addition
into them, such as baseball or camping.. If you wanted
each member of your team ,to have a ball, and you only
have three balls", how many more would you nee-d? She
1Dre1kurs and Casse1.,. Discipline Without Tears~,: po. lrl.
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might have him tutor a first grader who is having trouble
with add1tion.~ She might work wi th play or real money.
Perhaps giving him the daily job of discovering how many
are present and absent in the classroom would help him.
Seek to enlist his cooperation in these efforts, and to
convince him of the necessity of learning math.
Mitchell states that today's teacher must diag~
nose problems, prescribe activities for individual needs
and devote her attention to the learning activities of
individual students rather than to the collecting of infor-·
mat ion.. She inspires, motivates and develops awarenesses. 1
Try to ensure that your students are physioally"
mentally and emotionally ready for the learning environ-
ment.. If you suspect they're not, consult with the schoo1
nurse and the parents.
Children learn best by doing. Emphasis on
improvement with practice rather than criticism of initia~
failures should be the rule. Patience on the part of the'
teacher will encourage the child to be more patient with
himself and others.2
Mistakes are not tragedie s.,· It is of particular
value- for the teacher to admit her errors~, for by example a
child learns that mistakes are human,. and that it is bette~
to learn from errors,than to be defeated by them. 3
1VTanda Bt.Mitchell, ttThe.Teacher·s Role in lTV,"
,Todaitr~ArP;§Ucattion 59 (January, 1970) t' 34.
, . QAftl1Ui' Naf:fiottk$ and aharJ.esJew ttftthe 1'eQttner IS
Hoie in the Deveiopment ot 8. Healthy lelt",,~enael't if'
Pupils,,,r :&lucation~ 94 (Fall, 197tt-) p. 203.
3Ib1d.----
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A teacher is limited in her quest to excite her
students to successful learning only by the extent or
her warmth, creativity and ingenuity. When she feels' her"
own resources are eXhausted, she has her peers and her
educational and professional literature to explore for
further ideas. Talk to the child, get to know him and
his parents better. Perhaps in them you'll find the
key to solving his problems. \Vhenever possible, actively
engage the parents in their child's education. Tell
them how great their son is and why he is great. Let
the child realize that you sincerely like him, and that
you're confident he- can accomplish the given task. 1
TASK ANALYSIS'
Taachers who seek success for their students:
must continually grow in their knowledge of children and:
the learning process.. This is absolutely necessary if
the teacher is to effectively evaluate her students~ and
plan appropriate learning programs for them.. Bateman
suggests planning an objective, doing a task analysis,.:
teaching the behavior, and then evaluating its success.
In doing a task analysis, she advises teachers to study'
a task by watching a successful learner do it, to s.eek
to discover possible rai~ure areas, to have your students
set their own goals, and then to make up your mind what
I Q
1QUick" "Toward positive se1f-concept,'" pp. 4700..1+71.
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you will teach your students and stick vdth it. She'
recommends a generous use of repetition, rhythm, review
and rehearsal'. 1
When the objective and the instructional sequence
are known, the next step is the most obvious and difficult:
arrange the environment so that learning occurs, is, retained,
and is worth.while to the child.2:
Evaluate each ch,ild t s progress in reference to
his previous accomplishments and put positive comments on
his work.. ~Tegat1ve remarks and too many checkmarks" pointing
out mistakes only reinforce the child I s feeling of inadequacy,..
and discourage positive attitudes and any further attempts
to improve•.3' Remember that the child learns most readily
from someone he likes and fram whom he feels acceptance.4
1Le~ctures on "Ess·entials of Teach1ng,~tI and II'Task-
Analysis, tI! by Barbara Bateman"i 8th Annual Special ~ucation
Conference, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, 1,-16 February 197~.
2Barbara Bateman, I'Educational Implications of'
lIdnimal Brain Dysfunction, tl' The Reading Teacher 27 (April.
1974): 665
3'Quick, "'Toward positive self-concep-t r·"t p. 471.
4Mattocks and Jew, tiThe Teacher's Role in the .




Children can grow in self-esteem through exper-·
iences in creative dramatics. It is especially useful
for increasing the child's abilities in areas in which
other more traditional methods have not effected suffi-
cient learning. 1
Creative dramatics is a nonstructured activity
which provides participants vdth an enjoyable means
for self-expression. Typically, a leader guides
children in creative dramatics sessions by first'
providing a stimulus such as music, a poem or a
story~ She then leads a discussion of the stimulus
during which she seeks reactions to it, and then
initiates an activity d'erived from the stimulus.
The activity can be anything from simple rhythmic
movement to imprOVised dramatization of a story
or poem.. \~at they do is unimportant. vmy and
how the children respond or react is significant. 2
Creative dramatics is of inestimable value to the
child suffering from poor self-esteem, for it is
an activity at 'vhich he cannot fail. There are' no·
rules to remember, no criteria for right or ,~ong.
All that is required of him is to contribute his
ideas and exercise his imagination. It gives~ him
the opportunity to develop confidence in himself,'
to' express his' ideas without fear of intimidation,..
and to gro"l in emotional stability. 3·
Creative dramatics can also take the form of
choral speaking, acting or dancing out nursery rhymes, .
songs, or plays, pantomining such as in games of cha~
rades in which a word or phrase to be guessed is acted
out silently using gestures and body English, or in
puppetry•.
1Toni Carter, "Creative Dramatics for LD




Puppetry is an excellent form to use in a
beginning creative dramatics program. Children vmo are
too shy or self-conscious to perform before others will
more easily express themselves with puppets. A teacher
might have available in the classroom some of her Dym
puppets, and allow the children to use them in their
own imaginative ways during their free time. A per~
manent stage or house where the children could play
with their puppets is also helpful. 1
Children can make their own puppets using socks~"
paper bags, boxes, mittens, tin cans, balls, or almost
anything...
With puppets, skits or plays can be presented
depicting historical, special holiday, or current events"
such as a Thanksgiving play, or a Christmas pageant. It
can be used in role playing and the simulation of contem-
porary social issues of acceptable or unacceptable
behavior by acting out conflicts and problem situations:
that occur in the classroom.. Puppetry can be used to
stimulate language communication skills and social inter-
action. It can be used for therapy and in modifying
behavior, and it's an excellent vehicle for story te'lling. 2
1Bruno J. DtAlonzo, "Puppets Fill the Classroom




In 1970, the Bread and Puppet players set up a;
workshop for children at the Psychoeducational Center at
Coney Island Hospital in Brooklyn, New York, to make
puppets, create plays and perform in them. Dialogue was
spontaneous, the only requirement being that it approxi--
mated the story line. They played to any audience that
was available. Each child was enabled to contribute in
a positive manner, and to channe~ to constructive use-
those behaviors that might be completely handicapped in
the classroom or in a social relationship'.- The structured
workshop promoted growth in appropriate behavior, as the
children were able to enjoy success, pleasure, and self-·
esteem due to their accomplishments.1
Children have derived religious, educational,
therapeutic, and entertainment values fro~ puppets through-
out the ages. The contemporary teacher should not ignore
the use of puppetry as: an educationa'l tooL,2'
The first requirement for effective creative
dramatics is to keep it simp1e. Several groups of childr~
can work simultaneously;' however, the maximum number in a
group of children should be ten., Provide adequate uncluttered
space in which to operate. }Iaximum benefits can be derive·d
1Lillie Pope, Deborah Edel,. and Barton LanaA "A
Puppetry \~orkshop in a Learning Disabilities. Clinic, ;
:loaafJm~9 Thet.8Dl 6 (summer, 197*), pp. 4,8...1,.61+. .
2DI~Alonzo, "Puppets Fill the Classroom with !magi-
na t1on, "~ p'. 144~.
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from two or three thirty-, or forty-five minute session$
a~ week.. Strive to encourage positive comments and to
stimulate ideas., When criticism is voiced, determine
how the deficits can be overcome~ Through creative dra~
matics, the teacher will find her students growing in
self-confidence and greater academic growth. 1
CREATIVE vffiITING
Writing has been and is an essential part or the
school curriculum. However, the creative aspect of it
has been much stifled by a multitude of sins taking the'
,aspect of innumerous bloody corrections smeared allover
the earne'st efforts of a young impressionable" mind. If'
praise was given, it orten constituted such a small por"
tion or the total comments, that its value was lost.
This author believes that creative dramatics and
p'oetry are intertwined with creative writing,) and that
they should be limited only by the child's ability to
imagine~ The teacher who believes this will concentrate
on the child's efforts and dismiss his errors~for rem6dia~
t10n in another setting.
Good poetic id~eas often come as fast as one can
.write'; in the rush to get them do~m there may bEr no time
for commas or for respeet1ng a margin. All these matters
......_ ..... ....__.>0
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can be attended to after the poem is v~itten.1
Treat your students as artists. Be excited
about their writing. Expect them to enjoy it and the-y'll
catc'h your enthusiasm and have fun.. Avoid words and
phrases that tell the child what to say and rob him of'
the use of his imagination.. Remember that it is easier
for children to write as if they,were the rain than it
is for them to describe it, and that their degree of
literacy does not form their imaginations.2
'For each poem do and give examples to make the
idea clear, and to put the children in the mood for
writing. Koch, in giving the Color Poem, asked them to
close their eyes; then he clapped his hands, and asked
them what color that was. Almost everyone raised his
hand: "Red'lft "Greenl"' 1I\Vhitel'" He then asked them vThat
color Paris was;T 'London;~ Rome;' Los Angeles., He had them
close their eyes again and said certain words and certain'
numbers asking what color those were. His point was to
get them to associate colors freely with all kinds of
things before writing the poem., Almost always, part of
his preparation was reading other children's poems aloud.
The effect of these stimulations were ViVidly apparent
as the class wrote immediately and eagerly .after partic~i...
'Kenneth Koch, ttWishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teaching
Children to Write Poetry,," in Affirmative Education" ed:




w~en embarking upon poetry, use the children's
language such as "I Seem To' BEr, BUt Really!' Am, tl1
rather than "11y Seeming Self, Iti or l1My True Self. u· "I
wish, It is preferable to "I desire. t1~ Avoid words which
might take him away from important parts of his experience'
such as IImake-believe,'" and "imagine.,,2
Koch write S't
One bar to free feeling and writing is the fear of
vrriting a bad poem and of being criticized or ridicuIed
for it. There is also the oppression of being kno~m
as not one of the "best.,tti I didn't single out any
p'oems as being best or worst. vlhen I read poems aloud
I didn't say whose they were, and I made sure that
everyone I S \vork ",as read every so orten. If I praised
a line or an image I put the stress on the kind of
line or image it was and how exciting it might be for
others to try something like that too. That way? I
felt, the talent in the room was being used for the
benefit of everyone.
The teacher shouldn't correct a child's poems either•.
If a word or line is unclear, it is fine to ask the
child what he meant', but not to change it in order to
malta it meet one':'s own standards. The child' s poem'
should be all his own. And of course one shouldn't
use a child I s poetry to analyze his personal problems'•.
Aside from the scientific folly of doing so, it is
sure to make children inhibited about what they
write..j
With children who couldn't write, Koch had them
say their poems out loud. He would type them, and read
1Koch, "Wishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teaching Children




them back to·reinspire the students and to show them where
they were.1
The educational advantages of a creative intellectual
and emotional activity which children enjoy are clear.
Writing poetry makes children feel happy, capable, and
creative. It makes them feel more open to understand-
ing and appreciating what others have written (litera~
ture).- It even make s them want to know hOvl to spell
and say things correctly (grammar).2
What could be more thrilling for' a teacher~ of the
learning disabled than to have them bursting with axc1t-
ment over learning. Koch has done it~ we can too.
ART,- MUSIC, PHYSICAL EDUCATION A}TD GAlvlES
This author dealt with these areas only briefly as
it is felt the teacher will provide appropriate information
to the Ar.t,. Music·" and/or Physica). Education teacher who
might be better qualified to work out a remediation programt
,
or assist her·' in doing so.. Encourage children to p'errorm
in these areas. They offer tension release~ as a sid'e
benefit. If a child feels himself to be a success in even
one area, such.as Art, it may be enough of a tool to use
in building his self-esteem. Again, seek to encourage h~
in any appropriate efforts he makes.
Consider using these areas as reinforcers: for
appropriate behavior.
The child wi th a sagging self'-conc'ept expacially'
needs to do well 1n the field of Physical Education, for
1Koch, ,"Winhes" Lies, and Dreams: Teaching Children
to Write Poetry,,"! p. 13Lf..
2Ib;l;d, p. 136.
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often this area can help him to make and keep friends.
No child likes to be shunned by the team captain, and not
wanted on any team. The teachers can do much to help him
increase his skills enabling him to become an acceptable
teammate and thereby gain peer and social status.
Remediation of small and large muscle skills'
partially requires lots ot practice in cutting, pasting,
matching, sorting, copying, tracing, block play, walking~
running, jumping, sitting, skipping, hopping, manipulating
objects, jungle gym playing, throwing, catching, dancing,-
;
gesturing, balancing, drawing, constructing, reproducing
and demonstrating how~to-do something.1
Some children simply need· to be taught to notice
things; such as in completing a puzzle:,~ or' a strategy
in tic-tac-toe. Analyze the task to discover how to go
about the game, then stUdy to see where the child falls
down.~ Teach the child how to compete successfully.
Making and keeping friends 1's more important in the long
run than the. academics,· for the child is first of all ~
social being..
MOODS, EMOTIOrrS AND FEELINGS
Assessing Child Behaviors
Hammer and Maine asks the teacher to keep in mind
the following questions when trying to decide whether or
'ftobert M. Smita,
Teacher Din nosis of ~lucational
11. Smith ColumbUS} hio::
Company, 1969) p. 07.
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not a particular child really has an emotional problem:
Is the child's behavior or attitude extremet
excessive, or overly intense in comparison to
other children in the class and other children
that she has encountered over her years of
teaching experience? Does the child fail to
respon~ to the usual procedures that the teacher
has typically found successful with other'
children? Does the child seem to block out
the reality of what the teacher is trying to
communicate to him? If he accepts the reality
of \vhat the teacher is trying to communicate,.
does his behavior seem to be so compulsive or
his self-control so poor that he is unable to
alter his behavior even though he has the desire
to do so? Does the child disrupt the class to
such a degree that the class can no longer func-·
tion normally and adequately? In general,- does"
the child evidence behavior that is usually
inappropriate or out or context with the reality
of what is going on?1
Next the teacher must ask herself if she is capable'
of helping the child by herself, vdth assistance, or are
his problems so severe that he needs referral for pro~
,
fessional help. The teacher does this by determining the
degree in which he differs from the others. If the
child's problems are not too severe, she might seek the
aid of the principal, the nurse, and the special educatiom
teachers in helping him to overcome his problems.
Many standardized tests have been and are being'
developed to assess personal, emotional and social skills.
'However, most teachers will not have had the training and
experience necessary to use such techniques independently.
1Hax Hammer and Orono Maine, "A Teacherts Guide
to the DeteQtioI1 .of Emotional Disturbance in the Elementary
~chool Child', It J:0urhal. "{)r,,.~earning Disabilities; 3' (October,
1970) t 3-,-36
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In this area the teacher will have to rely on the school
counselor and the school psychologist. 1
If the teacher believes the child to have a
problem, she may wish to make a careful record of her
observations, noting time of day, frequency, duration,
events preceeding and following the behavior. This
will aid her in setting up a program to remediate the
problem•.
In studying any child, it is helpful for the teacher
to ascertain her personal beliefs about the child's
problem. She can thus avoid gathering data selectively
to confirm her O'4n unstated hypothesis. Since it is~
virtually impossible to maintain an open mind while
interacting daily with a child, it is far better to
admit what one believes about him and attempt to
study his behavior in ways which minimize the influence
of such biases.2
'Vhen interviewing a child for an informal assess~
ment of his behavior it is better to speak first ~1.th the
child when he is having a good day rather than after an
instance of misbehavior. The teacher's genuine liking for
the child should be communicated along wi th the teacher" s
honest dealings with the child.~ Children are perceptive
enough that few assessment interviews can be successfully
disguised as chats•.3





asking about broad topics such as, "Tell me about your
family, It rather than, "Does your mother work?'" l'1ake
notes fo11mdng the interview.,1 Recording the interview
may be construed as' an unethical and an unlawful invas:1on
of privacy. Listen attentively to the child ,nth sen--
sitivity, avoid words and comments that create hate and
resentment, state your feelings and thoughts without
attacking the chi1d.2
The interview should be therapeutic. Ginott
offers the following four~step sequence which may prove
effective:' 1. The teacher recognizes the childfs ,dsh and
puts it in simple words: rtyou don't like to sit and do
your work, you wish you could play instead.. u: 2. She
clearly states the rule: "But the rule in our class is,"
first you sit and' do your work, and then you get to pla~n
3~ She points out ways in which the wish can be at least
p·artiail.ly fulfilled: "You can play d"uring recess, the
lunch hour, and after school.": 4. She helps the child
to express some of the resentment that is like-ly to arise
when restrictions are imposed:' "I can see you don I t like
the rule~ You wish we didn't have that rule.~ You wish
the rule said: 'Play first, and work later.' If you
were the teacher, you would change this rule."- The
1Lister, "Personal-Emotional-Social Skills·", ,,:- p. 190.
. .. 21Iaitn. G. Ginott, Betw'een.pal'entand Chi1d t (New
YorktThe Macmi11ian Company, 1965; Avon Books, 1969),
pp. 85..86.~
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teacher should remember that rules are accepted more
readily when they are understood.. "In school it's
important to get your work done first, so that you can
move on to new and interesting Ie ssons. fI'1
Assure the child of confidentiality when using
open-ended questions such as ~1hat I like most is••• , vlhen
I get mad••• , My mother••• , My father••• , 'Vfnat I want
most is••• , I am afraid•••" I am happie st vlhen••• , l'1y
teacher•.••', Other children••• " I wish I '\Tere better at••• 3
Generally teachers are uncanny about detecting
children with problems; however, they should be on guard
against trying to be all things to all students. A t
teacher is not a psychoanalyst; however, it is her job
to detect inappropriate behavior, and to attempt to
replace it with more satisfying behavior., lie needs a
teacher, not another mother, but you can be warmth and
understanding to him~
ASSESSING TEACHING BEHAVIORS
Teachers who ldsh to promote positive emotionaI
and social growth in their st~dents, must first strive to
pr'omote it in themselves. It is unl1kely that teachers
with poor mental health can help their students grow in
good mental health.,
p. 191•.




Good mental health for a teacher depends on the
following six realizations:
1. You guard your physical health vdth periodic
check-ups because you are aware that the constant
effort of teaching and maintaining good interper~
sonal relationships requires your maximum energy.
2.. You like children and really enjoy teaching.
3. Ybu understand and accept yourself with a
sense of self-worth that protects you from being
easily hurt or upset. You have the courage to be
imperfect. You can accept criticism and even
laugh at yourself sometime s.~
4. You work for a sense of accomplishment and
are stimulated to be imaginative~
5. You accept new challenges with confidence and
courage, and always put forth a genuine effort.
6., You reserve time to take the opportunities
for growth and development. Your lively interest
in a number of activities keeps you young and
alert. Recreation in some form of play or hobby
is an effective means of emotional release and
self-expression.~ r't is better to swat a golf
ball than a student. 1
Dangers to a teacher's mental health are over~
anxiousness, being bored, hating the thought of going to
school every morning, or feeling resentful toward your
students or fellow staff members. 2
Fromm states that one who aspires to become a
master in an art (such as teaching) must begin by
practicing discipline, concentration and patience through~
out every phase of his life;'; that they should be practised
1Dreikurs ana Cassel, DisciRline Without Tears, p. 21.
2~" p•. 22.
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not like a rule imposed on oneself from Without, but
rather that it becomes an expression of one's Olin will;
that it is felt as pleasant, and that one slowly accustom~s
oneself to a kind of behavior which one would eventually
miss, if one stopped practicing it.1
He also advises to live fully in the present, in
the here and now, and not to think of the next thing to
be done. Be sensitive to oneself so that you can be aware
of your feelings without giving into them. 2
Braun suggests that teachers must believe in
children so they will believe in themselves and that once
the teacher has created her reality, the child in her
, ,
charge will, make his reality, a reality apparently grounded
in the reality of the teacher.3
Mueller suggests Videotaping your teaohing
sessions.- When viewing the tapes ask your'self: how am I
at presenting material, at creating enthusiasm, at involving
more stUdents, Q,t accomplishing my objectives and at
reacting to children's answers~ View and discuss thes~
tapes with your fellow teachers. It will increase your
-
1'Erich Fromm, The Art of Loving,. (New York:' Harper
& Row, 1956;' Bantam Books, 1972)" p .. 93- .
2IbiS, pp. 96~112.
3carJ. Braun "JohnnY' reads the ouest Teaohe~ ex-
pectation, .t' The ReadIng Teacher 26 (April, 1973): 701+-710.
self-confidence and your desire to improve, and the'
opinions and admiration or your colleagues will add to
your self-respect.1
STUDY,' GUIDES
Apparently programs designed specifically to
teDch 8n afieqllrJ t:B self-concept are a hot item '1ith the
publishers. This would seem to indicate that they feel
the market is ripe for their product. Unfortunately,
it seems many of these elaborate programs also come
with an equally elaborate price.' Whereas this author
sought to study as many programs as were available,
interest was in the area that the teacher could afford t
assuming that that may be the only way in which she
could acquire the programs.~
One of the nicest guides which could be used
individually or in groups is a ftwrit'e on": workbook
entitled, All About Me, Myself, a.nd I. It is' priced at
$12. 50 for a set of 10.. Trzcinski, a reading specialist',-,
felt that a childts self-concept improvement was a
prerequisite for remedial reading. The workbook i$
sequenced' allowing the child to complete information about
himself, his likes and dislikes, l11s world. vlhen com--
plated, it can serve as a keepsake. 2 The book is designed
1G. Mueller, "Videotape for self-evaluation, tt,
Io.d.t!y§..&ucJar,tio~ ,9 (January, 1970) p•. 39.
1>". . ... 2B!tt1 ~z(Hnsk:t"All.Ab.out.J1e,·}1Z;?plr'.ia;nd:I:t!l
(SM Rrtft!1, d#i.llr~t Aoadeti11c Thera})y Ptlblica'bionS, 1971+).
t •. ,~
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for children who can \~ite; however, it could also be:
used for nonwriters who might perhaps, just illustrate'.
The book could be read to nonreaders.
The Child t s '~lorld puts out some rna terials with
\~ich to help children of Kindergarten through second
r:r:'ld.o grow in self-concept through an understarlcllnG of
feelings, moods, emotions, and needs. The "l-'loods and
Emotions'" prints cost $7~95 and consist of eight large
Stl1I'dy cardboard prints. 1 On the front of each 1.s the
picture of a child expressing one ~ the eight emotion5
of love, joy, anger, frustration, compassion, sadness,
thoughtfulness, and loneliness. On the back of each
print are listed the aims of the lesson, how to elicit
responses, a participation story, some background material,
I
a rhythmic activity,] a suggested project and resource
materials. These excellent materials are easy to use'
and have the added advantage of being inexpensive.
The Child" s '~orld also puts out "Understanding
My ~aeds." The prints include a positive self-image, to
love and be loved, a need for security, to succeed, to'
knoW., to explore, to dream and a ne ed to belong.2
ItDeveloping My Values" are similar prints, again for
1The Chi1d t s World Catalogue, (Elgin, Ill., 1974)
2~.
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$7. 95,~ that will help the child to understand the
importance of developing such positive values as being
honest, being fair, showing kindness and concern,
keeping rUles, learning to control anger, showing courage,.'
showing respect for others, showing responsibility and
learning the value of work.'
uICeeping Physically Fit lt is another series of
very good prints put out by the Child's World, Inc. They
also pUblish How Do You Feel? by Francis Hook which wil~
help young readers and/or listeners view children in
situations similar to their own experiences. 2
Educational Aotivities Inc. puts out records and
cassettes with guides to develop self-concept,. ''Won't You
Be My Friend?" "The Learning Party,1I7 and "Developmental
Motor Skills for Self-Awareness....: These ~ange in price
from $6.25 to $8.95.3
Highsmith Company Inc. puts out a series consisting
of four records and study guides called, ItGetting to Know
Me. tt4' These are available for study at the Curriculum
Library at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Anyone
can view them but only U~W.M. students'can check them out.
1The Child I S World Catalogue,- (Elgin, Ill., 197~).
2!bid,.,
.3Educat1onal Activities, Ine. Catalogue, (Freeport,
N.Y., 1974)
4trirginia Powers, ."Getting to Know Me," a stUdy
series, (Fort Atkinson, Wis.: Highsmith Co.. , Inc •. , 1969).
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Another very nice program is the tlDUSO: Developing
understanding of self and others. n1 This is an extensive
kit containing two storYbooks, five cassettes, posters,
activity cards, puppets and their props, role playing, and
group discussion cards, and if requested a cassette player.
The elght llnj~ts consist of' understandings revolving
around Duso the Dolphin and Flopsie the Flounder. This
kit may be viewed 'a~ the University of Wiscons1n-11ilwaukee
C'lrr1culum Library.
uFocus on Self-Development, It~ is anotrl€l" series of
kits and programs.2 Stage one: ttA1Irareness, It· has been and
is being happily used in the primary section at Linfield
Schoo~ in Brookfield, Wisconsin. Stage one is vast~
therefore, the teachers are using it in part.. They feel
it 1s' quite worthwhile. It c:osts' $119.001 or $133.00 if
you prefer the cassettes over\the records. There i~ a
"Stage Tvlo:" Responding Focus on Self Development, n~ for
grades two to four, and a I'Stage Three:' Involvement
Focus on Self-Development, It for grades four to six.
Another good kit is "'Our Feelings."3 This;
consists of six filmstrips and record!s or cassettes and
a teacher's guide. It is aimed at the primary and inter'"
1Don Dinkmeyer and others, Itnuso: Developing
understanding of' Bel£ and otners. If" a kit, .. (Circle Pines.
Minn.: American Guidance Service Inc., 1970).
2Judith Anderson at al•. , "Focus on Self-Develop-
ment " a kit, (Chicago, Ill.t Science Research Associates,
19?O~..
3lIovlard and Janice Spivalc, "Our Feelings, til a· kit,
(Holyoke, Mass.: Scott Graphics, Inc., 1971)~
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mediate level, and can be vie\ved at the Linfield Schoo~
Library in Brookfield, Wisconsin.
This author read and heard about several other
very nice programs; however, the costs of each of these
exceeded a thousand dollars. It was decided that these
were too costly to be of use to the average educator;'
therefore, they were not included in this paper.
It is felt that the preceeding information on'
l(j"ts and programs is enough to give a teacher sufficient
ideas to embark upon her own program, a program which
need not cost her anything but a little time and imagina....
tion.
It is hoped that more teachers will make time in
their heavy schedules to spend some thoughts with their
students on mood's, emotions, feelings, and understandings.
It is a new subj act area to consid"er, but one ~le"ll worth
the time involved~
CHAPTER III
This research was undertaken in the belief tha~
programs d'esigned to improve" a" child IS self-conc',ept
could be of great- value in the classroom. \fuereas the
:ltlthor still believes,! this, to be true, she is' now of
the opinion that a healthy self-concept depends upon
expectations" being kept within the child's range of
ability to achieve,- that his; success must be~ programed,
and that his e'ffbrts must be reinforced so tha t he will
try again., and perhaps~most important of all,; that the
,
teacher'· relay to the child her belief' in him, and a
feeling of c'are and conc'ern.
It is also believed that the mental, emotionaJ.
and physical health of the teacher playa: significant
role: in the healthy development of the ch11d t s self..
concept. In vigw! of this,; the author questions'whether
teacher....training institutions and school board's~ adequately'
sc~een their candidates". It is this authoJ;' t s hope that-
inst ttutions ~ that produc-e teachers: are vi tUly conc.-erned
with their cand-idate-s: t mental health; ho\t16ver, it orten
_~~.ar8 'h.~ ,neY'fe t_~ mo~. e~no_~no4 ~Vh ~8.~f ItlaoA.
Teachers should" be people with health1 self-concepts, who~
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are hard'-working and creative-.. They also need' to be:
disciplinero and know how to maintain discipline.
This author believes that the majority of
teachers~are sincere in their efforts to give their
students what they need to live their lives as fully
as possible.
It would be interesting, however, to discov,er-'
how many teachers review their own self-concepts~ and-
how many think of their stUdents' self-concepts" and
wl1etller or not they do anything about it. It might
also be interesting to learn if teachers respect their
students as much as they wish their students to respect
them.. All of these are important factors in the develop--
ment of the student's self-concept, and special programs
will fulfill. needs only if the other conditions~ ar~
already met.
In other words, for a se'lf-concept development
program to be effective, the teacher must first hold
high expectations' for her studentsr she much program for
their success, she might very well embrace mainstreaming~
she would be wise to know and use the principles or
behavior management, she should be able to maintain'
discipline in a positive'manner, she would do well to
use task analysis for her learners'·, she should encourage
creativity and indiViduality in learning, and she herself.
should be personally, emotionally, socially, mentally and
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physically healthy. Perhaps above all she should be
a warm, personable person who respects all people, and
who can instill in her students a love for learning.
These are lofty ideals and perhaps most of us
do not come up to them in every measure, but what is·
important is that the teacher continually strive to be
everything she should be, that she never settle into
complacency but rather seeks to rind new and better
ways to be and act so that she can enrich the lives of
her students and herself•.
The way to do this is through frequent examina--
tions of the goals and results of that educational
process of which she is a part. School boards and teacher'
training institutions might continually review their
teacher qualification requirements to continually improve
and upgrade them.. And whether or not schools use formal
self-concept development programs, those involved in the
educational process should be' aware of the individual's
needs to grow in, self-esteem, and to be instrumental in
helping them reach that obje~tive.
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